OFF THE RAILS|TRLX Market Highlight
Monday 25th May 2020| Sheep & lambs
Total yarding| 1830 (1855) |1150 lambs + 680 sheep

Note: Figures in brackets are numbers/prices from last report

Heavy lambs hit $280
Numbers remained largely unchanged with some good quality heavy and extra heavy lambs on offer.
Top price of $280 – up from $264 last week - was shared by Craig Court for heavy lambs off the
feeder (below right) sold by Pitt Sons and heavy lambs (below left) sold by PPA on account M & B
Parkinson, Scone. The MLA quoted “strong processor demand for the small supply of grown
sheep…. (resulting in) dearer trends.” COVID 19 restrictions still apply but you can still buy/bid, sell
and watch the sale online. Contact your preferred agent for details

Lambs
Lambs sold to $280 ($265 last sale) and hoggets sold to ($185 last sale) .
Other good results included:

Agent

Vendor

Agent comments

$/head

MCA

The vendor

1st x ewe lambs

$203

RWL

Aitken

Off the pellets

$222

PPA

Hewitt, Gunnedah

Heavy Dorper

$240

DC

Shearer

Mile of weight

$260

DC

Macqueen

$270

Sheep
Ewes sold to $270 ($264 last sale) for Dorper ewes sold by DC on account Lee; wethers sold to $270 ($185 last sale):
rams to $170 ($165 last sale); and young ewes to ($230) . Other good results included

Agent

Vendor

Agent comments

$/head

NL

Hibbens

Proven breeders, scanned empty

$250

ELD

Shalimar

Cracking Merino wethers

$240

Agent codes: CP (Chris Paterson Livestock) | DC (Davidson Cameron) | ELD (Elders) | G&C (Garvin & Cousens) | IML (Ian
Morgan Livestock) | MCA (McCulloch Agencies)| Nutrien Livestock (NL) | Pitt (Pitt Sons) | PPA (Purtle Plevey Agencies) |
RWL (Ray White Livestock)
Report Based on information provided by the National Livestock Reporting Service (NLRS) and individual agents

